Get into the Christmas spirit with our festive films which include *The Muppet Christmas Carol* and *It's a Wonderful Life*, plus alternative wintry titles including *Eyes Wide Shut* and *Carol*. Our December programme also includes new release *The Silent Twins*, based on a true story and starring Letitia Wright (*Wakanda Forever*), and a preview screening of award-winning French courtroom drama, *Saint Omer*. There’s classic cinema in 1950s French gangster drama *Casque d’Or*, a gothic chiller from 1945, *The Queen of Spades*, and our Stanley Donen Cinemasters season concludes with *Charade* and *Two for the Road*. Music documentaries include *Anonymous Club, That Pärt Feeling – The Universe of Arvo Pärt*, and David Bowie rockumentary *Moonage Daydream*. GFT will be closed on 25 & 26 December as well as 31 December & 1 January.

**WHITE NOISE 9 - 15 December**
**Director** Noah Baumbach  **Cast** Adam Driver, Greta Gerwig  
**Running Time** 2h16m  **Certificate** 15

Adam Driver and Greta Gerwig star in Noah Baumbach’s stylish adaptation of Don DeLillo’s 1985 novel. Hilarious and horrifying, ordinary and apocalyptic, *White Noise* dramatises an American family’s attempts to find happiness.

**CORSAGE 27 December - 12 January**
**Director** Marie Kreutzer  
**Cast** Vicky Krieps, Colin Morgan  
**Running Time** 1h56m  **Certificate** 15

Marie Kreutzer’s witty subversion of the life of the Austrian Empress Elisabeth (Vicky Krieps) who, upon turning 40 in 1877, begins to rebel against the constraints of her public image.

**LYRA 9 - 15 December**
**Director** Alison Millar  
**Running Time** 1h33m  **Certificate** 15

A vivid portrayal of the life of Lyra McKee, the writer and journalist from Belfast who received worldwide recognition for her work before she was killed by terrorists. A Q&A with director Alison Millar will follow the 6.15pm screening on 9 December.

**GUILLERMO DEL TORO’S PINOCCHIO 16 - 22 December**
**Directors** Guillermo Del Toro, Mark Gustafson  
**Cast** Gregory Mann, Ewan McGregor  
**Running Time** 1h54m  **Certificate** PG

Director Guillermo del Toro and stop-motion legend Mark Gustafson (*Fantastic Mr. Fox*) reimagine the classic Carlo Collodi tale of the fabled wooden boy. Gregory Mann, Ewan McGregor and Cate Blanchett lead the voice cast.
Lyn/Ch 27 December - 5 January
Director Alexandre O. Philippe
Running Time 1h48m Certificate 15
Arguably David Lynch’s greatest inspiration, The Wizard of Oz influence is explored in this new documentary. To coincide, we’re screening the Judy Garland musical and four iconic Lynch films including Lost Highway, from 30 Dec to 10 Jan.

The Lord of the Rings: Extended Editions - 4K 27 - 29 December
Director Peter Jackson  Cast Elijah Wood, Ian McKellen
Running Time 3h48m/4h4m/4h33m Certificate 12A
Return to Middle Earth for our special shows of the epic trilogy with The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two Towers and The Return of the King, screened on consecutive days.

Scorsese of the Month: Hugo + Introduction 19 December
Director Martin Scorsese  Cast Asa Butterfield, Chloë Grace Moretz
Running Time 2h6m Certificate U
Captivating and original, Hugo is a magical cinematic experience and a masterpiece unlike anything else Martin Scorsese has made. Introduced by filmmaker Raisah Ahmed. Check glasgowfilm.org/Scorsese to find out the films for Jan and Feb 2023.

Giant - 4K + Recorded Introduction 27 - 29 December
Director George Stevens  Cast Elizabeth Taylor, James Dean
Running Time 3h17m Certificate PG
Elizabeth Taylor, James Dean and Rock Hudson star in a sweeping saga of jealousy, racism and a clash of cultures set in the vast Texas oilfields. This new 4K restoration features a special recorded introduction from Martin Scorsese.
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